Introduction
Due to its better gate control, Gate-All-Around (GAA) nanowire (NW) is an important candidate for CMOS scaling [1] - [3] . The GAA NW features the surrounding gate channel, which is an ideal structure to provide superior electrostatic behavior. Since an accurate and predictive subthreshold current model is crucial to the device and circuit design for low power applications, we provide a subthreshold current model for GAA NW using analytical solution of Poisson's equation in this paper. Using the theoretical model, the impact of channel doping and geometries on the subthreshold characteristics such as threshold voltage (V th ) and subthreshold swing (SS) can also be analyzed.
Potential Solution and Subthreshold Current Model
An analytical potential solution is crucial to the derivation of subthreshold current. Fig. 1 shows the schematic sketch of a GAA NW structure. The cylindrical channel is wrapped by gate insulator and connected to the gate terminal. The front and back faces are connected to the source and drain. The cylindrical GAA NW structure we consider in this study is symmetrical in -direction. The required boundary conditions are described in The 2-D solution can be obtained using the method of separation of variables in cylindrical coordinate [5] :
where J (x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order [5] . The coefficients k n and k n ' can be expressed as Our potential solution has been verified by 3-D ISE simulation [6] . Fig. 3 ) devices. It can be seen that our model shows satisfactory accuracy for various channel doping. The subthreshold current can be derived using the channel potential solution. The current density J n (r, y) at the position (r, y) can be expressed as [7] : Fig. 4(a) shows the subthreshold current of lightly doped GAA NWs with various L eff . It can be seen that with L eff scaling, the SCE degrades the SS and reduces V th . Fig. 4(b) shows the subthreshold current of heavily doped GAA NWs with various V DS . It can be seen that with the increase of V DS , drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) reduces the V th of short channel devices (L eff =20nm). Our model shows satisfactory accuracy in the prediction of subthreshold current of GAA NWs. Fig. 5 compares our GAA subthreshold current model with the experimental data from the literature [2] . The V th is negative (V th = 0.2V) because the device channel is undoped with n+ poly-gate. It can be seen that in the subthreshold regime, the measurement data can be bounded by the model predictions for devices with L eff =30nm and L eff =25nm. The comparison result validates our subthreshold current model for GAA NW.
The V th and SS can be obtained by the calculated subthreshold current. We define the V th as the gate voltage at which the calculated subthreshold current I DS =300nA×D/L eff . ) and heavily doped (3×10 18 cm -3 ) devices. It can be seen that the V th of GAA NWs are sensitive to channel doping. Fig. 7 shows that for short channel GAA NWs (L eff =30nm), the SS can be improved by the scaling of channel diameter. Moreover, the SS of lightly doped devices is especially sensitive to the channel diameter. Fig. 8(a) shows that for short channel (L eff =30nm) GAA NWs, the V th of lightly doped devices increases with decreasing channel diameter, while the V th of heavily doped ones decreases with channel diameter. For lightly doped GAA NWs, the scaling of channel diameter reduces the V th roll-off and thus increases the V th . However, the reverse narrow width effect (RNWE) results in the V th reduction for the heavily doped devices with small diameters. Fig. 8(b) shows that the impact of RNWE on the V th of heavily doped GAA NWs is more significant for long channel devices (L eff =100nm).
Conclusions
We have derived a subthreshold current model for GAA 
